$891.660  Project standards.

(a) Property standards. The property standards for 202/162 projects are provided in §891.120(a).

(b) Minimum group home standards. The minimum group home standards for 202/162 projects are provided in §891.310(a).
(c) Accessibility requirements. The accessibility requirements for 202/162 projects are provided in §§ 891.120(b) and 891.310(b).

(d) Smoke detectors. The requirements for smoke detectors for 202/162 projects are provided in § 891.120(d).

§ 891.665 Project size limitations.

(a) Maximum project size. Projects funded under §§ 891.655 through 891.790 are subject to the following project size limitations:

(1) Group homes may not be designed to serve more than 15 persons on one site;

(2) Independent living complexes for chronically mentally ill individuals may not be designed to serve more than 20 persons on one site; and

(3) Independent living complexes for handicapped families in the developmental disability or physically handicapped occupancy categories may not have more than 24 units nor more than 24 households on one site. For the purposes of this section, household has the same meaning as handicapped family, except that unrelated handicapped individuals sharing a unit (other than a handicapped person living with another person who is essential to the handicapped person’s well-being) are counted as separate households. For independent living complexes for handicapped families in the developmental disability or physically handicapped occupancy categories, units with three or more bedrooms may only be developed to serve handicapped families of one or two parents with children.

(b) Additional limitations. Based on the amount of loan authority appropriated for a fiscal year, HUD may have imposed additional limitations on the number of units or residents that may be proposed under an application for Section 202 loan fund reservation, as published in the annual notice of funding availability or the invitation for Section 202 fund reservation.

(c) Exemptions. On a case-by-case basis, HUD may approve independent living complexes that do not comply with the project size limitations prescribed in paragraphs (a)(2), (a)(3), or (b) of this section. HUD may approve such projects if the Sponsor demonstrates:

(1) The increased number of units is necessary for the economic feasibility of the project;

(2) A project of the size proposed is compatible with other residential development and the population density of the area in which the project is to be located;

(3) A project of the size proposed can be successfully integrated into the community; and

(4) A project of the size proposed is marketable in the community.

§ 891.670 Cost containment and modest design standards.

(a) Restrictions on amenities. Projects must be modest in design. Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, amenities must be limited to those amenities, as determined by HUD, that are generally provided in unassisted decent, safe, and sanitary housing for low-income families in the market area. Amenities not eligible for HUD funding include balconies, atriums, decks, bowling alleys, swimming pools, saunas, and jacuzzis. Dishwashers, trash compactors, and washers and dryers in individual units will not be funded in independent living complexes. The use of durable materials to control or reduce maintenance, repair, and replacement costs is not an excess amenity.

(b) Unit sizes. For independent living complexes, HUD will establish limitations on the size of units and number of bathrooms, based on the number of bedrooms that are in the unit.

(c) Special spaces and accommodations.

(1) The costs of construction of special spaces and accommodations may not exceed 10 percent of the total cost of construction, except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section. Special spaces and accommodations include multipurpose rooms, game rooms, libraries, lounges, and, in independent living complexes, central kitchens and dining rooms.

(2) Special spaces and accommodations exclude offices, halls, mechanical rooms, laundry rooms, and parking areas; dwelling units and lobbies in